
LAW A527 –Environmental Law 

AUTUMN 2018 

SYLLABUS (of Sep. 24, 2018) 

 

Todd A. Wildermuth 

Office Location: Gates Hall 435 

Email: toddw2@uw.edu 

  

Class Times: Tu Th 1:30 p.m. - 3:20 p.m. 

Class Location: William H. Gates Hall, Room 217 

 

Office Hours: Th 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Final Exam: December 13, 2018, 8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. (3 hours) 

 

  

I. Course Description 

 

The natural systems that we live in, use, and occasionally protect are complicated. And 

so, environmental law – one of our best efforts to create a working relationship with the 

planet, or simply stave off the worst effects of wear and tear – is complicated.  

 

Environmental law is full of questions: political questions about our collective will to 

impose restrictions on individual freedom; scientific questions about what causes 

environmental harm; ethical questions about how to assess what is a desirable 

environment; and legal questions about how to craft a regulatory system that protects 

human health and the environment without stifling economic progress. 

 

This course introduces these complex legal, scientific and policy issues. We obviously 

cannot cover all of environmental law in a single quarter-long course.  So we will focus 

on a few specific things. 

 

We will start by briefly taking up the broad legal foundations to our federal 

environmental laws.  The source of federal environmental authority is not always 

obvious, and it is often contested. 

 

Then we will turn to two of the most important legal tools that, if not strictly original to 

environmental law, find their broadest and deepest exercise through environmental law: 

the citizen suit and the impact assessment.  These would be worth attending to closely 

solely for their importance to environmental law: citizen suits drive a great number of 

cases in this book and in real life; impact assessment under NEPA stands as a kind of 

environmental catch-all or safety net that backs up an extraordinary number of actions.  

But we will also discuss these two tools because they add depth to American law more 

generally; they mark out some significant contributions from a subset of law to the 

entire body of law. 

 

And then making up the bulk of the course, we will study the particulars of four major 

federal pollution-control statutes: the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, RCRA, and 

CERCLA.  Our work here will give you training in statutory analysis and help you 

appreciate the deliberateness and discipline required in reading individual statutes. 

 

Along the way, I will try to make frequent references to the areas of law we are leaving 

out, and I will try to explain how those fit with what we are taking up.  There are a 

number of federal environmental statutes that could have been included and are well 

worth knowing despite being excluded here.  Within the constraints of the credit 
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loading and the quarter system, I have had to make choices.  The choices are 

intentional.  I think they are good ones, but they cannot be perfect.  Know that I wish I 

had space to take up, among other things, more discussion of how state environmental 

laws work into the picture.  State laws generally are, I believe, under-taught.  In 

environmental law they are nonetheless very important.  So I may make a special effort 

to point toward those state laws – not because I think Washington’s are the best or some 

kind of model, but because they are abundant, relevant, and an essential component of 

our federalist system.  

 

 

II. Course Objectives and Learning Outcomes 

 

By the conclusion of the Environmental Law course, each student is expected to have 

achieved: 

 An understanding of four of the major federal statutes dealing with 

environmental pollution control law; 

 Knowledge of structural choices underlying major environmental statutes; and 

 Understanding of how pollution control is achieved through a combination of 

federal statutes, state controls, and common law doctrines. 

 

 

By taking this course, students should be able to: 

 

 Identify and analyze a valid legal claim under NEPA, CWA, CAA, RCRA, and 

CERCLA ;  

 Identify the underlying Constitutional powers for federal environmental statutes 

and connect those to federal authority for regulation; 

 Differentiate between an APA trigger for an environmental issue and a federal-

environmental-statutory trigger, as well as between the standards of review that 

would apply to each type of claim; 

 Interpret, criticize, and apply agency (e.g., US EPA) regulations adopted under 

various federal environmental statutes – chiefly evaluating them for their 

consistency with the statutory language; and 

 Interpret and apply the various citizen-suit provisions available under federal 

environmental law. 

 

 

III. Required Text 

 

Environmental Law In Context: Cases And Materials 

Author:      Robin Kundis Craig 

ISBN:        978-1634593045                                 

Publisher:  West Academic 

Edition:      4th                

Pub.Yr.:     2016          

 

IV. CANVAS Website 

 

I will use CANVAS, as needed, to (a) post any updates to the syllabus, (b) post required 

reading materials that are not from the casebook, and (c) post supplementary materials.  

I will announce any syllabus changes in class or via email.  Any required reading 
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material that is not from the casebook will be posted to CANVAS at least one week in 

advance. 

 

V. Office Hours 

 

Office hours will be held weekly on Thursdays from 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

VI. Class Expectations 

 

A. Expectations 

 

I expect that you will come on time and that you will come to class prepared to 

engage fully. Class will be a combination of lecture and Q&A, with occasional in-

class “pop-up problems,” which may be collected but will not be graded for 

accuracy. 

 

It is essential to the working of this class that you have (a) read the assigned 

material before class, (b) annotated the reading in detail, (c) isolated distinct issues 

of interest or concern, (d) considered questions you would like to pose, and (e) 

actively connected the reading to other readings in the course.  

 

Please turn off your cell phones, refrain from surfing the Internet on your computer, 

and refrain from checking email during class.   

 

B. Class Attendance  

 

Class attendance is required. That said, we all have things that come up. I 

understand, but please let me know if you will be absent. 

 

Under changes to ABA Accreditation Standard 304, adopted in August 2004, a law 

school shall require regular and punctual class attendance.  At any time after the 

fifth week of a course (halfway through a summer session course), a student who 

has been determined by the instructor to have attended fewer than 80 percent of the 

class sessions in any course will be required to drop the course from his or her 

registration upon the instructor’s so indicating to the Academic Services Office. 

 

An instructor may also impose stricter attendance standards or other sanctions for 

nonattendance, including lowering of a grade, provided that students are informed 

at the start of the course of the instructor’s attendance rules and possible sanctions.  

See “Grading” below for detail on the participation component of your grade. 

 

I do not intend to record/podcast the course systematically.  I believe podcasting as 

a rule disincentivizes attendance and in-class participation, which in turn diminishes 

the overall quality of the course for everyone.  Please contact me if this poses a 

challenge. 

 

C. Class Meetings 

 

Under ABA standards, this course requires 500 minutes of instruction per credit.  

For a four-credit course, that adds up to 2000 minutes of instruction.  However, the 

ABA allows exam time to be credited to (i.e., deducted from) that instruction total.  

We have a three-hour scheduled final exam, which means that 1820 minutes of 

instruction are required. 
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We will meet that requirement by scheduling 19 classes of 100-minute sessions 

(1:30-3:20 p.m., with a 10-minute break, is 100 minutes).  Of course, that adds up 

to 1900 minutes, or 80 bonus minutes beyond the ABA minimum. 

 

You will notice that the syllabus has occasional planned “catch up” sessions to 

provide flexibility as the course progresses.  If we find that we have had adequate 

time to cover all the intended material, I may shorten one or another class sessions 

with advance notice. 

 

 

VII.    Grading  

 

This course is subject to the required law school grading curve. 

 

Final Exam (100%): Your final grade in this course will be based almost entirely on 

your performance on the final exam. The final exam will be a three‐hour, in‐class exam 

that will test your ability to synthesize course material, apply it to a new situation, and 

communicate your legal analysis in a clear and professional manner.  

 

The final exam is scheduled for Thursday, December 13th at 8:30 a.m.  

 

The exam will be open note and open book – but not open Internet. 

 

In‐class Participation and Preparedness (+/-): Class discussion matters because 

speaking skills are important in the practice of law – whether those skills are used in 

court, advising clients, or in negotiating with other counsel. Your class participation 

will be measured by quality and willingness to participate. The emphasis is not on 

quantity. 

 

If you come prepared to discuss the material in each class, are engaged in the discussion 

(e.g. paying attention and contributing when appropriate), and approach in‐class 

exercises with good-faith effort, you should expect full credit in this area.  

 

I do not assign a particular percentage of your grade to in‐class discussion. Rather, I 

will use participation to decide whether to bump up or bump down any students who 

are on the bubble of two grades. 

 

VII. Disability-Related Needs  

 

I want everyone to succeed in this course and appreciate diverse learning styles.  If 

anything in this course or in my manner of instruction is impeding your ability to learn 

the material, please feel free to contact me for a meeting at any point during the course. 

You do not need to have any formally established DRS accommodations to request 

such a meeting. 

 

If you do have already established accommodations with Disability Resources for 

Students (DRS), please communicate your approved accommodations to me at your 

earliest convenience. 

 

If you have not yet established services through DRS, but have a temporary health 

condition or permanent disability that requires accommodations (conditions include but 
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not limited to: mental health, attention-related, learning, vision, hearing, physical or 

health impacts), you are welcome to contact DRS at 011 Mary Gates Hall or 206-543-

8924 or uwdrs@uw.edu or disability.uw.edu. DRS offers resources and coordinates 

reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities and/or temporary health 

conditions. 

 

Reasonable accommodations are established through an interactive process between 

you, your instructor(s), and DRS. It is the policy and practice of the University of 

Washington to create inclusive and accessible learning environments consistent with 

federal and state law. 

 

VIII. Sustaining Mental Health  

 

This class is designed to be stimulating, healthy, and rigorous. It is meant to increase 

your positive engagement with the law and its best possibilities.  If you find this class 

alienating or disempowering – on its own, or in the large context of your education – I 

invite you to speak to me early on so we can correct course. 

 

It is important that we take care of ourselves inside and outside of class, and throughout 

our professional lives. There are many different kinds of support services on campus 

such as the Counseling Center and Hall Health-Mental Health Clinic.  If you find 

yourself in need of mental health services, please do think of me as a ready and 

connecting resource. 

 

If you are specifically concerned about yourself or a friend who is experiencing 

emotional distress and/or may be at-risk for suicide, you can call SafeCampus at 206-

685-7233 (SAFE).  They provide 24/7 help for risk assessment and will also help you 

connect to campus resources.  You can read more about their services at 

https://depts.washington.edu/safecamp/. 

 

IX. Evaluations 

 

Course evaluations are open online during the last week of classes. Class time will be 

made available on the last lecture day for filling out your evaluation. Please bring a 

laptop or mobile device to class on this date to participate in the evaluation. 

 

X. Class Schedule 

 

Here is a tentative schedule for the class.  We may have to make adjustments based on 

how the discussions proceed.  “CB” = casebook (Robin K. Craig, 2016) 

 

Class Meeting Topic Readings 

WEEK ONE 

Sept. 25 

 

Introduction 

 

CB 1-16 

Puget Soundkeeper, link 

Sept. 27 

 

Citizen Suits – General  

 

CB 1119-1138 

TW CLE - CANVAS after class 

 

mailto:http://www.courts.wa.gov/opinions/pdf/942935.pdf
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Class Meeting Topic Readings 

WEEK TWO 

Oct. 2 

 

Standing 

 

CB 1150-56, 1189-1218 

Craig Primer, 1-12, link 

Oct. 4 

 

Agency Enforcement 

  

CB 1218-1221 

Mintz excerpts, CANVAS 

WEEK THREE 

Oct. 9 

 

NEPA 

 

CB 275-98, 308-16, 332-33 

Oct. 11 

 

NEPA CB 341-76 

 

WEEK FOUR 

Oct. 16 

 

CWA CB 851-73, 881, 923-24, 890-921 

Oct. 18 

 

CWA 

 

CB 947-72 

WEEK FIVE 

Oct. 23 

 

CWA 

 

CB 998-1000, 1083-95 

Oct. 25  

 

CWA + Catch-up 

 

CB 1056-83 

WEEK SIX 

Oct. 30 

 

CAA 

 

CB 575-614 

Nov. 1 

 

CAA 

 

CB 614-633 

WEEK SEVEN 

Nov. 6 

 

 

CAA 

 

CB 678-707, 719-35 

Nov. 8 

 

CAA, Climate Change 

 

CB 787-819, 839-49  

 

 

 

mailto:https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm%3Fabstract_id=1536583
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Class Meeting Topic Readings 

WEEK EIGHT 

Nov. 13 

 

Climate Change + Catch-up  Juliana, CANVAS 

Aji P., CANVAS 

Nov. 15 

 

RCRA 

 

CB 16-19, 37-50, 77-95 

WEEK NINE (Thanksgiving week) 

Nov. 20 NO CLASS –  CANCELLED  

 

Take a break! 

Nov. 22 

(Thanksgiving) 

NO CLASS –  HOLIDAY  

 

Eat. Rest. Be thankful. 

 

WEEK TEN 

Nov. 27 

 

RCRA  CB 104-43 

Nov. 29 

 

CERCLA CB 143-69, 193-202 

WEEK ELEVEN 

Dec. 4 

 

CERCLA 

 

CB 209-54 

 


